The increasing penetration of wind power in the grid has driven the integration of wind farms with power systems that are series-compensated to enhance power transfer capability and dynamic stability. This may lead to sub-synchronous control interaction (SSCI) problems in series-compensated doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG)-based wind farms. To mitigate SSCI, nonlinear controllers based on exact feedback linearization (EFL) are proposed in this paper. Before deriving the control laws, the exact feedback linearizability of the studied system is scrutinized. Frequency scanning analysis is employed to test the designed EFL controllers. Moreover, the performance of the EFL controllers is compared to that of classical proportional-integral (PI) controllers. A series-compensated 100 MW DFIG-based wind park is utilized to assess the performance of the designed controllers through the alleviation of sub-synchronous resonance. Analyses of the studied system reveal that the resistance is negative under sub-synchronous frequency conditions, whereas the reactance becomes negative at approximately 44 Hz. The designed EFL controllers effectively alleviate SSCI and result in positive reactance and resistance values within the whole sub-synchronous frequency range. The results from the frequency scanning method are also validated through the time domain simulation and the eigenvalue analysis.
Introduction
In recent years, wind energy has been the fastest-developing type of renewable resource compared to other green resources. Variable speed generator wind turbines are predominating in China, North America, and Europe, among other wind parks [1] . Over the last few decades, the doubly-fed induction generator, an important type of variable speed generator wind turbines, has drawn much attention owing to its independent power control and low converter rating [2, 3] . The integration of huge-scale DFIG-based wind parks requires the considerable upgrading of distribution and transmission infrastructures. Capacitive series compensation, a classical type of such upgradation, is an economical method for increasing dynamic stability and power transfer capability in transmission lines [4, 5] . However, when DFIG-based wind parks are connected to the grid through capacitive series compensation, there can be a risk of sub-synchronous resonance (SSR), even though the compensation level is not too high. SSR is a condition in which the wind park exchanges energy with the electric network at one or more natural frequencies of the mechanical or electrical part of the system [6] . The frequency of the exchanged energy is below the fundamental frequency of the combined system, In addition, in the design process of the controllers for alleviating SSCI, the details of the dynamics of the studied system should be retained as much as possible, especially the nonlinear dynamics associated with the control of DFIG converters [27] . However, classical linear methods are employed in the majority of the literature [4, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] to simplify the complicated nonlinear models, omitting the significant dynamics for controller design. As a result, satisfactory performances from the controllers [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] are merely achieved for a predefined set of operations owing to the employment of the linearized model of the studied system. In order to overcome these restrictions, nonlinear controllers are necessary.
Partial feedback linearization (PFL) has been adopted for designing the nonlinear controller to damp SSCI in DFIG-based wind parks [28] . Though more details of the dynamics of the studied system are included using PFL, the stability is difficult to ensure. An autonomous subsystem can result from PFL, which limits the extensive use of this method. Exact feedback linearization (EFL) is a straightforward and model-based method for designing nonlinear control strategies. EFL takes the inherent nonlinearity of the system into consideration and allows the conversion of a nonlinear system into an exact linear one algebraically. EFL works by 'removing' nonlinearities via nonlinear feedback, and the transformed system is independent of the operating point. The EFL method has been widely utilized for designing controllers of converters for static compensators [29] , electric vehicles [30] , island microgrids [31] , and photovoltaic systems [3] . This paper proposes nonlinear controllers based on EFL that could generate the regulated input signals for driving RSC and GSC switches to alleviate SSCI.
Time-domain simulation and eigenvalue analysis have been extensively utilized for SSR studies. However, for comprehensive analysis of SSCI, a more precise way, known as frequency scanning analysis, is employed in this paper. In order to validate the frequency scanning analysis, time-domain simulations and eigenvalue analyses are performed as well.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, mathematical modelling of the studied system and a conventional linear PI controller are presented. In Section 3, the exact linearizability of the system is scrutinized. The design method of the proposed control scheme is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, the performance of the designed EFL controllers is assessed through frequency scanning analysis, time-domain simulations, and eigenvalue analysis, compared to classical PI controllers. Section 6 concludes this work.
Power System Model and PI Controller
For SSCI studies in the paper, a 100 MW DFIG-based wind park is connected to an infinite bus via a 420 kV series-compensated transmission line, as presented in Figure 1 [28] . The 100 MW wind park is an integrated model of 50 wind turbine units, where every unit has a 2 MW power rating. This simplification is verified by the literature [6, 32] . The parameters of the system are shown in Appendix A [28] .
Energies 2017, 10, 1182 3 of 16 changing atmospheric conditions, and the improvement of the control scheme of the grid side converter (GSC) is often disregarded in the literature [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . In addition, in the design process of the controllers for alleviating SSCI, the details of the dynamics of the studied system should be retained as much as possible, especially the nonlinear dynamics associated with the control of DFIG converters [27] . However, classical linear methods are employed in the majority of the literature [4, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] to simplify the complicated nonlinear models, omitting the significant dynamics for controller design. As a result, satisfactory performances from the controllers [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] are merely achieved for a predefined set of operations owing to the employment of the linearized model of the studied system. In order to overcome these restrictions, nonlinear controllers are necessary. Partial feedback linearization (PFL) has been adopted for designing the nonlinear controller to damp SSCI in DFIG-based wind parks [28] . Though more details of the dynamics of the studied system are included using PFL, the stability is difficult to ensure. An autonomous subsystem can result from PFL, which limits the extensive use of this method. Exact feedback linearization (EFL) is a straightforward and model-based method for designing nonlinear control strategies. EFL takes the inherent nonlinearity of the system into consideration and allows the conversion of a nonlinear system into an exact linear one algebraically. EFL works by 'removing' nonlinearities via nonlinear feedback, and the transformed system is independent of the operating point. The EFL method has been widely utilized for designing controllers of converters for static compensators [29] , electric vehicles [30] , island microgrids [31] , and photovoltaic systems [3] . This paper proposes nonlinear controllers based on EFL that could generate the regulated input signals for driving RSC and GSC switches to alleviate SSCI.
For SSCI studies in the paper, a 100 MW DFIG-based wind park is connected to an infinite bus via a 420 kV series-compensated transmission line, as presented in Figure 1 [28] . The 100 MW wind park is an integrated model of 50 wind turbine units, where every unit has a 2 MW power rating. This simplification is verified by the literature [6, 32] . The parameters of the system are shown in Appendix A [28] . 
DFIG Model
The model for DFIGs is presented in Equations (1) and (2) with reference to the dq reference frames [33] :
where ω slip = ω 1 − ω r is the slip angular frequency. R s , L s , and L r represent the equivalent stator resistance, equivalent stator inductance, and equivalent rotor inductance considering the transmission line resistance R L , transmission line inductance L L , and compensator capacitance C sc , which can be expressed as [32] :
In the study, the control strategy for the DFIGs is based on vector control, which is oriented to the stator voltage. Thus, the rotor voltage can be expressed as follows [32] :
The stator output active power P s and the stator output reactive power Q s can be described as:
GSC Model
The model for GSC is presented in Equation (5) with reference to the dq reference frames [31] :
where v dc is the dc-link voltage across C dc . R g and L g represent the equivalent resistance and inductance of the filter of the GSC considering R L , L L , and C sc , which can be expressed as:
In the study, the control strategy for the GSC is based on vector control, which is oriented to the grid voltage. Thus, the reactive power and active power of the GSC can be expressed as follows: 
PI Controller
As for the PI controller for RSC, the control strategy is based on vector control, which is oriented to the stator flux. Thus, the rotor voltage with reference to the dq reference frames can be expressed as follows [33] :
where ∆i rd = −∆i sd /a, ∆i rq = −∆i sq /a, a = −L m /L s , and p is differential operator. The block diagram of the classical PI controller for RSC is illustrated in Figure 2 . k g1 , k g2 , k i1 , and k i2 are the PI parameters, which are given in Appendix A. The GSC controller is also implemented utilizing a similar PI control strategy.
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As for the PI controller for RSC, the control strategy is based on vector control, which is oriented to the stator flux. Thus, the rotor voltage with reference to the dq reference frames can be expressed as follows [33] : 
where
, and p is differential operator. The block diagram of the classical PI controller for RSC is illustrated in Figure 2 . kg1, kg2, ki1, and ki2 are the PI parameters, which are given in Appendix A. The GSC controller is also implemented utilizing a similar PI control strategy. The fundamentals of SSCI are explained in [9, 32] . The relationship of frequency, speed, and generator parameters can be approximated as follows [32] :
where Rwtg is the effective resistance of the generator at the stator to positive-sequence component of the current and ωm is the generator mechanical speed. Under sub-synchronous conditions, the effective rotor resistance ( )
will be negative due to higher mechanical speed. Thus, Rwtg may become negative considering the rotor portion. In terms of DFIG, predominant linear PI control schemes always involve a fast-acting current control loop on both RSC (shown in Figure 2 ) and GSC. The current control loop of GSC has a positive effect on SSCI for it brings about a positive effective grid-side resistance. However, the current control loop of RSC results in an increase in resistance on the rotor side, which results in a negative damping effect, as observed from its stator. Considering the restrictions of a linear controller, an exact feedback linearization (EFL) controller is proposed in this paper. The fundamentals of SSCI are explained in [9, 32] . The relationship of frequency, speed, and generator parameters can be approximated as follows [32] :
where R wtg is the effective resistance of the generator at the stator to positive-sequence component of the current and ω m is the generator mechanical speed. Under sub-synchronous conditions, the effective rotor resistance R r /(ω 1 − ω m ) will be negative due to higher mechanical speed. Thus, R wtg may become negative considering the rotor portion. In terms of DFIG, predominant linear PI control schemes always involve a fast-acting current control loop on both RSC (shown in Figure 2 ) and GSC. The current control loop of GSC has a positive effect on SSCI for it brings about a positive effective grid-side resistance. However, the current control loop of RSC results in an increase in resistance on the rotor side, which results in a negative damping effect, as observed from its stator. Considering the restrictions of a linear controller, an exact feedback linearization (EFL) controller is proposed in this paper.
Feedback Linearizability of DFIG-Based Wind Park

Feedback Linearizability of DFIG
To carry out the feedback linearization of DFIG, it is necessary to conduct nonlinear algebraic operations. Equation (3) is expressed in the classical form of the nonlinear systems with state variables x, control objectives y, and control inputs u: 
The values of g(x) and f (x) are presented in Appendix B.
The computation of the relative degree determines the feedback linearizability of the nonlinear system. If the relative degree is equal to the order of the nonlinear system, then the studied system is capable of being exactly linearized.
The relative degree of the nonlinear system can be obtained from matrix D, the rank of which is equal to the relative degree. D is expressed as follows [31] :
The process of the calculation of D is shown in Appendix C. The expression of D indicates that rank (D) = 2 and that the linearization condition is satisfied. Thus, the model of the DFIG can be exactly linearized, and the EFL method is employed to design RSC controller to mitigate SSCI.
Feedback Linearizability of GSC
The model for the GSC (5) is expressed in the classical form of the nonlinear system with state variables x, control objectives y, and control inputs u:
The values of g( x) and f ( x) are presented in Appendix B.
The relative degree of the GSC is expressed as follows:
The process of the calculation of D is shown in Appendix C. The expression of D indicates that rank( D) = 2, and the linearization condition is satisfied. Thus, the model of the GSC can be exactly linearized and the EFL method is utilized to design a GSC controller to mitigate SSCI.
Design of Exact Feedback Linearizing Controllers
The design process of the EFL controllers for the studied system is presented in this section. Exact feedback linearization converts the nonlinear system into the linear one, as:
where z is the new state variables, which are converted via nonlinear coordination transformation; v is the control input; A is the system matrix; and B is the input matrix. The new state variables are derived through the following coordinate conversion:
where i = 1, 2, . . . , n and L defines the Lie derivative concerning the corresponding subscripts. For instance,
, where r i represents the relative degree of the ith output. 
RSC Controller Design
For the model of the DFIG, we choose
Applying a linear control technique as d z i /dt = v i , the linearized form of the DFIG is obtained:
where v 1 and v 2 are the linear control inputs, which could be derived by utilizing linear control theory. The control inputs u 1 and u 2 are calculated by Equation (17):
The linear control inputs v 1 and v 2 are obtained through linear optimal control:
GSC Controller Design
For the model of the GSC, we choose
then we have
Applying linear control technique as dz i /dt = v i , the linearized form of the GSC is obtained:
where v 1 and v 2 are the linear control inputs, which could be obtained by utilizing linear control theory. The control inputs u 1 and u 2 of the system are calculated by Equation (22):
Energies
Time-domain Simulation Results and Analysis
The simulation results and analysis of the designed controllers of SSCI alleviation in the system are discussed in the section. The block diagram of the RSC and GSC control strategy utilizing the EFL method is illustrated in Figure 3 .
In terms of the RSC controller, it is observed that For the verification of the effectiveness of the proposed EFL controllers in SSCI alleviation, frequency scanning analysis is employed. Moreover, time-domain simulations and eigenvalue analysis are performed to check the correctness of the results derived by frequency scanning analysis.
Frequency Scanning Analysis
To carry out frequency scanning analysis of SSCI in the studied system, the positive sequence component of the sub-synchronous voltage, einject, has to be superimposed on the fundamental In terms of the RSC controller, it is observed that P * s , Q * s , i rd , and i rq are imported into the linear controller (19) , which presents the control law (18) in the dq frame. Eventually, dq/abc transformation is carried out for control scheme implementation by pulse width modulator (PWM). The implementation process of the GSC controller is similar to that of the RSC controller.
For the verification of the effectiveness of the proposed EFL controllers in SSCI alleviation, frequency scanning analysis is employed. Moreover, time-domain simulations and eigenvalue analysis are performed to check the correctness of the results derived by frequency scanning analysis.
To carry out frequency scanning analysis of SSCI in the studied system, the positive sequence component of the sub-synchronous voltage, e inject , has to be superimposed on the fundamental frequency excitation. We choose a voltage injection instead of current one, which can be ascribed to two factors: (i) the injected signal of voltage injection is less sensitive to variation compared to that of current injection; and (ii) voltage injection produces a smaller disturbance at the operating point than current injection. Thus, e inject is put in series with the source voltage, v source at the bus bar. Owing to the injected voltage, we can obtain the desired harmonic impedance, Z harmonic , which is utilized for frequency scanning. The harmonic impedance under different frequencies as observed from the DFIG terminal can be evaluated based on Fourier analysis. Therefore, under sub-synchronous conditions, the DFIG harmonic impedance can be calculated [26] : In frequency scanning analysis, Z harmonic is calculated via harmonic injection looking from the system side and the turbine side. It is necessary to correlate the consequences from frequency scanning in each side for a risk evaluation of SSCI problems.
The system side scan observed from behind the wind park at the compensation level of 70% is presented in Figure 4 . A distinct resonant frequency with PI controllers is seen at about 23 Hz, which is recognized from the impedance sag close to zero. A sag in the magnitude of Z harmonic indicates a zero reactance coincidence with a negative resistance.
DFIG terminal can be evaluated based on Fourier analysis. Therefore, under sub-synchronous conditions, the DFIG harmonic impedance can be calculated [26] : In frequency scanning analysis, Zharmonic is calculated via harmonic injection looking from the system side and the turbine side. It is necessary to correlate the consequences from frequency scanning in each side for a risk evaluation of SSCI problems.
The system side scan observed from behind the wind park at the compensation level of 70% is presented in Figure 4 . A distinct resonant frequency with PI controllers is seen at about 23 Hz, which is recognized from the impedance sag close to zero. A sag in the magnitude of harmonic Z indicates a zero reactance coincidence with a negative resistance. In Figure 5a , the apparent impedance is decoupled into corresponding reactance and resistive components. From the figure, it is obvious that the apparent resistance of the turbine is negative under sub-synchronous frequency conditions, whereas zero crossover of the reactance is seen at approximately 44 Hz, which is far from resonant frequency of the system. This observation indicates the non-existence of other types of SSR phenomenon.
The frequency scanning analysis is also carried out with the incorporation of the proposed EFL controller. From Figure 4 , there is no obvious impedance sag seen from system side scan. On the other hand, turbine side scanning shows that the apparent reactance and resistance of the turbine are positive over the whole sub-synchronous frequency range, as demonstrated in Figure 5b . Therefore, it is obvious that the proposed EFL controllers effectively alleviate the SSCI effect in the studied system. In Figure 5a , the apparent impedance is decoupled into corresponding reactance and resistive components. From the figure, it is obvious that the apparent resistance of the turbine is negative under sub-synchronous frequency conditions, whereas zero crossover of the reactance is seen at approximately 44 Hz, which is far from resonant frequency of the system. This observation indicates the non-existence of other types of SSR phenomenon. 
Eigenvalue Analysis
The system mode is a pair of eigenvalues, expressed as λ = σ ± jω . The oscillation frequency of the system mode is 2 f = ω / π , and its positive real part suggests an unstable operation due to the negative damping. Three system modes are studied in this paper, and they are computed from the linearized system matrices. Modes 1, 2, and 3 represent a super-synchronous mode, a sub-synchronous mode, and an electromechanical mode, respectively. Compensation level K is defined as
Since the studied system is established with respect to synchronous reference, the super-synchronous mode has an oscillation frequency of ( )
observed from a synchronous The frequency scanning analysis is also carried out with the incorporation of the proposed EFL controller. From Figure 4 , there is no obvious impedance sag seen from system side scan. On the other hand, turbine side scanning shows that the apparent reactance and resistance of the turbine are positive over the whole sub-synchronous frequency range, as demonstrated in Figure 5b . Therefore, it is obvious that the proposed EFL controllers effectively alleviate the SSCI effect in the studied system.
The system mode is a pair of eigenvalues, expressed as λ = σ ± jω. The oscillation frequency of the system mode is f = ω/2π, and its positive real part suggests an unstable operation due to the negative damping. Three system modes are studied in this paper, and they are computed from the linearized system matrices. Modes 1, 2, and 3 represent a super-synchronous mode, a sub-synchronous mode, and an electromechanical mode, respectively. Compensation level K is defined as K = (1/ωC sc )/ωL L .
Since the studied system is established with respect to synchronous reference, the super-synchronous mode has an oscillation frequency of (60 + f n ) observed from a synchronous rotating frame (where f n represents the natural frequency of electrical system). This mode is unimportant to SSCI studies. This statement holds true for the electromechanical mode, which has links with rotor speed dynamics and rotor circuit dynamics. The oscillation frequency of the sub-synchronous mode is (60 − f n ) when stationary circuits are seen from a synchronous reference. In eigenvalue analysis, the identification of sub-synchronous mode is of most significance. Table 1 presents the three studied modes with changing wind speed (V wind ). The modes considering the varying compensation levels (K) are shown in Table 2 . In the tables, the resonance mode of the system has a oscillation frequency of about 23.6 Hz, seen from a synchronous reference frame at a 70% compensation level and 8 m/s wind speed, which corresponds to the results observed from the frequency scanning analysis. Moreover, both the electromechanical mode and the super-synchronous mode correspond to the modes identified. For the sub-synchronous mode, it is concluded that (i) the higher the compensation level and (ii) the lower the wind speed, the less the damping of system modes.
The unstable sub-synchronous modes are recognized as presented in the tables (highlighted in bold lettering). With the adoption of the EFL controllers, the system generally preserves stability through the accomplishment of negative σ by the sub-synchronous mode, except for rather high compensation levels. −8.2 ± j628.9 −7.6 ± j628.9 −2.9 ± j145.6 +0.7 ± j145.0 −7.4 ± j58.2 −6.8 ± j58.2 10 −7.5 ± j627.6 −7.3 ± j629.1 −5.0 ± j144.2 −0.9 ± j141.9 −6.2 ± j22.4 −5.7 ± j22.2 11 −7.1 ± j627.0 −6.9 ± j629.0 −6.9 ± j143.3 −9.9 ± j141.2 −4.9 ± j22.0 −4.7 ± j21.6 Table 2 . System modes at a wind speed (V wind ) of 8 m/s.
+1.9 ± j148.3 −16.1 ± j94.9 −11.5 ± j94.1 90 −9.7 ± j653.1 −8.8 ± j652.6 +3.0 ± j111.2 +5.8 ± j109.7 −22.0 ± j87.6 −16.0 ± j86.4
Time-Domain Simulations and Analysis
In this section, the performance of the designed EFL controllers for GSC and RSC in alleviating SSCI is evaluated by simulations utilizing MATLAB/SimpowerSystem and compared to classical linear PI controllers. SimpowerSystem (or Simscape Power System) is the toolbox that provides time-domain simulations. The model of the studied DFIG-based wind park is based on one of the wind farm demonstrations in MATLAB (SimPowerSystems/Demos/Distributed Resources Models/DFIG Detailed Model), and the structure and the parameters are adjusted according to our requirements. The EFL controllers for the GSC and RSC are encapsulated in a control subsystem block, which is inserted into the DFIG model. Since the previous DFIG model is modified and the prior controller is replaced by the proposed EFL controller, we have to regenerate the initial conditions so that the simulation starts in steady-state. For the comparison between PI controllers and EFL controllers, some case studies are implemented.
At t = 1 s, a wind speed of 8 m/s and a series-compensation of 70% are applied to the transmission line. The condition of wind speed is justified since the prevailing oscillation in the DFIG-based wind park owing to series-compensation fluctuates far faster.
Responses from the system are monitored, which include transmission line active power (P L ) and the point of common coupling (PCC) voltage (v). From Figure 6 , it is observed that an SSCI problem still exists in the DFIG-based wind park with PI controllers after 4 s, whereas SSCI is observed to be damped with EFL controllers within 3.6 s.
into the DFIG model. Since the previous DFIG model is modified and the prior controller is replaced by the proposed EFL controller, we have to regenerate the initial conditions so that the simulation starts in steady-state. For the comparison between PI controllers and EFL controllers, some case studies are implemented.
Responses from the system are monitored, which include transmission line active power (PL) and the point of common coupling (PCC) voltage (v). From Figure 6 , it is observed that an SSCI problem still exists in the DFIG-based wind park with PI controllers after 4 s, whereas SSCI is observed to be damped with EFL controllers within 3.6 s. the proposed EFL controllers significantly improve the system stability compared to conventional finely tuned PI controllers. Moreover, SSCI is damped better for lower compensation levels and higher wind speeds, which supports the observation in the eigenvalue analysis. The simulations are also repeated at a series-compensation level of 40% (wind speed 8 m/s) and a wind speed of 10 m/s (series-compensation of 70%), respectively. It is shown in Figures 8 and 9 that the proposed EFL controllers significantly improve the system stability compared to conventional finely tuned PI controllers. Moreover, SSCI is damped better for lower compensation levels and higher wind speeds, which supports the observation in the eigenvalue analysis. 
Conclusions
In order to mitigate sub-synchronous control interaction in the series-compensated DFIG-based wind parks, this paper proposes nonlinear controllers based on an exact feedback linearization (EFL) 
In order to mitigate sub-synchronous control interaction in the series-compensated DFIG-based wind parks, this paper proposes nonlinear controllers based on an exact feedback linearization (EFL) technique. The design procedures of the proposed control scheme involve scrutinizing the exact linearizability, performing exact feedback linearization on the studied system, and obtaining control laws for the RSC and GSC.
Frequency scanning analysis is conducted to assess the effectiveness of the proposed EFL controllers in comparison with classical linear PI controllers. It is observed that EFL controllers have superior performance in terms of SSCI mitigation. In order to validate the results derived from the frequency scanning method and to further verify the effectiveness of the proposed EFL controllers, an eigenvalue analysis and a time-domain simulation are performed as well. Through the eigenvalue analysis, several unstable sub-synchronous modes are identified with the adoption of PI controllers. On the contrary, the studied system with the EFL controllers is generally capable of retaining stability unless the compensation is too high. Moreover, the time-domain simulation indicates that prevailing SSCI in the DFIG-based system with PI controllers can be alleviated by utilizing the proposed EFL controllers.
The EFL controller is an economical and feasible systematic enhancement for GSC and RSC in DFIG. With the adoption of an EFL controller, the dynamics of the studied system can be described more precisely, and the inherent nonlinearities of the DFIGs can be retained as much as possible, thereby achieving the mitigation of SSCI.
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